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AELSlXACT 
The analytical structure of the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the product ab of 
any two operators over finite-dimensional unitary spaces is studied. The existence of 
the unique representation of the form (ab)+ = b+(h + g)a+ is proved. Here h : = 
(a +abb +)+ is an (oblique) projector and g is an operator with a numher of special 
properties. In particular, h + g is a projector, g is orthogonal to h in some metric, and 
g3 = 0. A necessary and sufficient condition for the case (ab) + = b % + is estak+ 
lished. This case contains the classical one (ab)+ = b+a+ (the reverse-order law). For 
the latter a new necessary and sufficient condition is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, an attempt is made to find a reasonable analytical repre- 
sentation for the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the product ab of any two 
linear operators a: C,-+C, and b: C,+C2 over finite-dimensional unitary 
spaces. The problem is not new. It was first attacked by Cline [3], who 
reduced the problem to a specific case where one of the multipliers is an 
orthoprojector. GrevilIe [6, 71 found necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the reverse-order law 
(ab)+ = b+a+ (1.1) 
to hold. This equality is dealt with also in [4], [l], [5]. To the best of our 
knowledge, the problem was last explored also by Greville. In [8] he showed 
that if the direct sum L 4 M of two subspaces L and M of a space C 
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coincides with C, then the pseudoinverse of the product of the orthoprojec- 
tors p,~ and p, is the (oblique) projector on M along L: 
This result indicates that the projection operator is a necessary element of a 
language for an analytical description of the product pseudoinverse. In 
principle, it is also sufficient, since (test the Penrose equations for ab) 
(ab)+ = b+Zu+, I: = b(ab)+a, (1.3) 
and I is a projector: Z2= 1. However, this representation is tautological. Some 
progress is achieved by decomposing 1 into two addends, say h and g, 
yielding more easily to analysis. As we shall see, there are good reasons to 
take h : = (a+abb+)+, which is also a projector. But unlike Z’s, its range %h 
and null space %h can be described through those of a and b in a rather 
effective way. With such a choice of h the component g becomes an 
operator of a very special kind (for example, it is orthogonal to h with 
respect to a natural metric and g3=O). We state a necessary and sufficient 
condition for g =0 [i.e. for the representation (ab)+ = b +ha+ to be valid] 
and show that this case includes the classical one (1.1). In passing we obtain 
a new characterization for the latter. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let C, and C, be two unitary vector spaces and C,,2 be the space of 
linear operators from C, to Ca. We unitarize C,,, by introducing a metric 
(e, *)1,2 as follows (cf. [2, p. 1181): 
(s, t),,, : = trst* Vs, t E c,,,. 
Due to the properties of the trace, the relation 
(st,r),,,=(t,s*r),,,=(s,rt*),,, (24 
is valid for all r EC,,,, s EC,,,, and t ECU 3. 
This metric is intrinsic to the pseudoinversion problem. Its connection is 
expressed by a well-known theorem of Penrose: for corresponding norm 
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min{l141z,Il~~Q)~ where Q:={x~C,,,lsxs=s} (2.2) 
is attained on s + . Writing down Q in the form Q = s + + N, where N : = {x E 
C,,,~sxs=O}, we can state it in terms of the metric itself: QnNl= {s+}. 
A pair of subspaces M c C, and L c C, determine the subspaces A: = 
p,C,,,p, and B: = P~C~,~+C~,~P~ in C,,,. The next lemma gives for them 
representations which we shall benefit from later. 
LEMMA 1. 
(a) For xEC,, the orthogonul projections x’ and x” onto A and Al 
respectively are a.i follows: XI= p,xpIM, xl’ = x - p,xp,; 
04 A={xEC,,,Ip,xp,=x},Al={xEC,,,Ip,xp,=O}; 
(4 Al = P,JG,,+C,,, P,L. 
Proof. To see (a) we notice that by (2.1) (x’,x”) = (x,p,*(x - 
PL%dP‘G:) = 0. (b) is immediate from (a), since x EA (or x EAI) is equiv- 
alent to the statement that the projection of x onto A (or Al) is equal to x. 
To obtain (c) let A’ : = p,lC,,, + C,,, pMl and consider any a E A and a’ E A 
such that a = p,xp, and a’ = p,l y + zp,l for some x, y,z E C,,,. Then by 
(24 
Therefore ALA’. In addition, for any xEC,,, we have pLxpM EA and 
x-pLxpM=pLlx+pLxpMl~A’, i.e. A+A’=C,,,. n 
The lemma is also applicable to the subspaces in C,,, given by more 
general formulae: A: = SC, It, B : = SC, 4 + C&. where s EC, 2 and t EC, 3. 
One needs only to go over’to the obvious representations ’ 
A= P%C,,, PQt*, B = PsG,, +CI,Z PGW (2.3) 
We have to deal with subspaces of above sort when considering the general 
solution of the operator equation sxt = a or, more generally, the inclusion 
s&ED: 
s&ED * xEs+(Dn ptiC1,zpdt+ + ~~C~,zi+C~,zs~~nt*~ (2.4) 
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The next lemma contains the pseudoinversion rule for the product of two 
orthoprojectors. It is a slight generalization of Greville’s theorem (1.2). 
LEMMA 2. Let u and v be linear operators and a: = uv. Zf u is a 
projector, then (a) %a = %tu n (%v + %u). Zf v is a projector, then (b) 
%a= ‘3&v n %u + %v. Zf u and v are orthoprojectors, then (c) a= ptipS. 
& a+=p%.,%.. 
Proof. The relation ‘%a = u%v = u(‘?Rv + %u) together with u being a 
projector implies (a). (b) f 11 o ows from (a) with a* instead of a, for (see, for 
example, [2, p. 641). 
%a=(%a*)l. (2.5) 
Now let u and v be orthoprojectors. The inclusion %a c %u implies p%u = 
p%, and so a = ptiuv = p%v. Writing this down as a* = vp- and repeating 
the same argument, we obtain a* = p%. p%. So a= p&p%.. Comparing 
this with a = a, p%,., where a, is the restriction of a to %a* [2, p. 821, we see 
that a, coincides with the restriction of pti to %a*. But a, is a one-to-one 
mapping from %a* onto %a [2, p. 831. Therefore, ‘%,o* n (%a)l = (0) and 
dim ‘%a=dim %a*, i.e., theorem (1.2) is applicable to the operator a= 
p%p%.. It gives (c). 0 
3. PSEUDOINVERSE OF AN OPERATOR PRODUCT 
THEOREM 1. Let a and b be two linear operators from Q3 and C,,, 
respectively, and h : = (a +abb ’ ) + . Then there exists a unique operator g 
such that 
(ab)+=b+(h+g)a+ & bb+ga+a=g. (3.1) 
It has the following properties: 
glh, 
g realizes min{]Ib+(h+z)a+I] ]zEG}, 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where G:={zEC,,,Ibb+za+a=z & azb=O}. 
Proof. Consider the equation 
(ab)+ = b+xa+. (3.4 
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Its general solution has the form 1 + L, where 2 is given by (1.3) and 
L : = {z E Cz,zlb+zu+ = 0} = {zlbb+zu+a = O}. By Lemma l(b) L* = 
{z~bb+zu+a=z}, so that ZELI and GcLl. Let H be the orthogonal 
complement of G to Ll, i.e. H: = Gl n Ll. Since G=Ll n M, where 
M:={zluxb=O}={ I z a+uzbb+=O}, we have H=(L+Ml)nL*, i.e. H is 
the orthogonal projection of Ml onto Ll. Applying Lemma l(a),(b), we 
obtain 
H= bb+Mla+a= bb+a+uC,,,bb+a+u= h+*C,,h+* = hh+C2 2h+h 
(3.5) 
[cf. (2.3)]. Therefore, by Lemma l(a) again, the projection of I onto H is 
hh+lh+h= hu+abb+la+ubb+h=ha+albb+h=ha+ubb+h= hh+h= h. 
Hence g: = I- h is the projection of 1 on.to G, and so the relations (3.1)-(3.2) 
are valid. Moreover. 
(ab)+=b+(h+z)a+ & bb+m+u=z 
=+. Z:=b(ub)+a=bb+(h+z)a+a=h+z 
i.e., g is the only operator of the type (3.1). To show the extremal property 
(3.3) observe that Vz EG the operator w : = b +(h + n)u + is a solution to the 
first Penrose equation for ub: 
ubwub=abb+(h+z)u+ab=uu+ubb+ha+abb+b+ uzb 
=uh+hh+b=uh+b=ua+abb+b=ab. 
Moreover, for I;= g (and only for it) we have w =(ub)+. Therefore (3.3) 
follows from (2.2). q 
According to Lemma 2, h is a projector whose range and null space are 
ah = %b n (%,a* + 9Zb*), %h=%a*n%b*+Sa. (3.6) 
So this component of 1 is described quite satisfactorily. Unfortunately, we 
cannot say that about g. We have no better analytical representation for it 
than the tautological one g = b(ub)+u -(a +abb +)+. However, what we do 
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already know from Theorem 1 indicates that g is of a very special kind. 
Indeed, Vz E G, z3 = bb +za +azbb+m +a = 0, and in particular gs = 0. 
Denote S: = b+Ga+, ScC,,. As Theorem 1 states, (ab)+ is the element 
of the linear manifold b+ha+ + S with the least norm, i.e. 
(ab)+ IS. (3.7) 
The next lemma gives a representation for S, which will be needed soon. 
LEMMA 3. S = U + V, where 
u : = P%abn Qb*C3, 1 ?%?a~ (3-S) 
Proof. Using the notation of Theorem 1, we have b+La+ =0 and 
G+L=Hl. Hence S= b+(G+L)a+ = b+Hla+. By Lemma l(c) [with 
regard to (2.5)] it follows from (3.5) that HI =pnhS&+C,,,pm. There- 
fore S= b+p mX2,2a+ + b+C&pma+. We show that 9Lb+pm.=%ubn 
‘%b*. In fact from (3.6) we have %h* = ‘%b n %a + %b*, so that %b+p%. 
=b+%h*=b+(?Rbn%a). On the other hand, by (2.4), %ab={[EC,lb[ 
E%a}=b+(%bn%a)+%b, where the first addend lies in tRb* = (%b) I. 
Hence %ab n ?JLb* = b ’ (?lLb n %a). Similarly one can verify that 
%(p,a+)*=%b *a* n %a. It remains only to refer to (2.3). n 
4. SPECIAL CASES 
We first find out when (ab)+ = b+hu+, i.e., b+ga+ =0 or gEL. Since 
g-k this means g = 0. 
THEOREM 2. 
(ab)+ = b+hu+ w 9,b+a* = $Rb*a* & %a+*b= ?Rub. (4.1) 
Proof. Denote s : = b+ha+ and consider %s. As, according to (3.6), 
%a c%h and %h=pGJLb%a* [see also (2.5)], we have ??Ls= b+hu+C3= 
b+h%a* = b+h(%a* + %a) = b+%h = b+%a* = %b+a*. By (3.7) the 
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equality (ab)+ = s is equivalent to s _L S. In turn, Lemma 3 implies s I S H 
slU & slV. Show now that slU w 9ib’a*= %b*a* (the identity s_LV 
ti %a + *b = ‘%zb is justified analogously). 
Applying Lemma l(b), we have s I U H pm,_ 6ti.sp6k = 0. Since s,nti = 
s, the last equality means 3s c (9Zub n '%b*)l = %b*u* + %b. Inasmuch as 
?ks and %b*u* lie in C&b* =(%b)l, we can state that 3s c%b*u*. But 
this inclusion is tantamount to the equality, for %ts is of the same dimension 
as %b*u*. In fact, ‘G%s= b+%h and analogously %b*u* = b*%h. Further- 
more, ah cab by (3.6), and b+, b* are one-to-one mappings on CiLb. So 
dim6Xs=dim%h=dim%b*u*. n 
Now we demonstrate that the case g = 0 includes the reverse-order law 
(1.1). For that we have to introduce a new concept. Let L and M be two 
subspaces of a unitary space C. Denote by L’ and M’ the orthogonal 
complements of L n M to L and M respectively: L’ = L n (L n M)*, M’ : = M 
n (L n M)*. We say that L and M are euclidean orthogonal (abbreviation: 
L f M) if L’ -L M’. Notice that the relations L I M and L c M are particular 
cases of L f M. 
LEMMA 4. The following statements are equivalent: (a) L f M, I$) 
pLM= L n M, (e) PLUM = PMPL = PL” M’ cd) PL% is a Piectm. 
Facts close to these can be found in literature (see [2, pp. 71-731 or [9, 
pp. 107-1081). 
THEOREM 3. 
(ub)+ = b+u+ w %b’u*= ‘%b*u* & Ciiu+*b=~ab & %a* f %b. 
Proof. As we saw in Theorem 1, the general solution of Eq. (3.4) is 
Z+L, 1 being orthogonal to L. In other words, x is a solution to (3.4) if and 
only if its projection onto L i is 1. So (ub) + = b +a + means that the identity 
operator e is projected onto 1: bb+u+u = 1. Since 1 is a projector, it follows 
from Lemma 4 that %u*f %b and so h:=(p4Kn.pG)+=p&*n6Xb= 
p,p,. = 1, i.e. g = 0. 
Conversely, %u* f C&b + h = p,&., a = papti., and g =0 + 1= h. 
So the projection p,p,. of e onto L1 coincides with 1, i.e., e is a solution 
to (3.4). n 
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Observe that C&z* f %tb if and only if b+a+ satisfies the first (as well as 
the second) Penrose equation for ab. In fact, by Lemma 4, 
‘%a* f %b j a+abb+ = bb+a+a 
+ ab(b+a+)ab=aa+abb+b=ab 
j h+’ IS a projector 
The argument for the second equation is similar. 
In conclusion, note one more special case covered by Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. %b-k%a=C, + (ab)+=b+p,Rb,3Zaa+. 
Proof Having in mind (2.5), we can write 
‘%b~‘%a=C, + %b*/%a*=C, 
+ %b+a*=b+%z*=b+(%a*+%b*)=b+C,=%b*.. 
Analogously, %b*a* = %b*. Therefore, %b+a* = %b*a*. Similarly, 
%a+*b= Gkab. Now by Theorem 2, (ab)+ = b+ha+. It remains to notice 
. that the assumption together with (3.6) implies %h = %b and ?Wr = %a, so 
that h = pab, %. n 
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